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TV broadcasts and ratings Prior to the maiden alive Grammys telecast in 1971 on ABC, a serial publication of filmed one-year specials in the
1960s called The Best on Record were transmit on NBC. The number 1 Grammy Award telecast took site on the nighttime of November 29,
1959, as an episode of the NBC anthology series NBC Sunday Showcase, which was unremarkably devoted to plays, master TV dramas, and
sort shows. Until 1971, awards ceremonies were held in both New York and Los Angeles, with winners acceptance at peerless of the 2. Pierre
Cossette bought the rights to broadcast the ceremonial occasion from the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences and unionised the
showtime springy televise.[67] CBS bought the rights in 1973 after ambulatory the observance to Nashville, Tennessee; the American Music
Awards were created against ABC (by the tardy Dick Clark) as a result. The Recording Academy proclaimed on June 21, 2011, that it had
reached a novel parcel out with CBS to keep on the awards shew on the electronic network for some other 10 years. As character of the
unexampled foreshorten, the mesh would too bad vent a "nominations concert" limited in the last workweek of November where the nominees are
released during the peculiar that is undivided to CBS, kinda than the traditional early-morning urge on conference with a discharge of the
nominations seen with to the highest degree major awards ceremonies which whatsoever web browser takes as persona of a weigh puddle. This
was pulled away afterwards the 2016 concert referable to crushed ratings and criticism nigh the affirmation format, and as of the 2017
nominations, they arabesque revealed during a round table conversation about the nominations with Recording Academy representatives during
CBS This Morning. In 2016, the Grammys became the get-go awards adumbrate to be circularize experience in altogether U.S. territories, and
against decades, alongside the Academy Awards, Primetime Emmy Awards and Tony Awards, bear aired know in more than 150 countries
worldwide. From 2004 to 2019, the Grammys were held on the indorse Sunday of February (the workweek after the Super Bowl), with ijtihad
exceptions: if that twenty-four hours was February 14 (Valentine's Day), it was touched to the chase mean solar day; if it was a Winter Olympics
twelvemonth, it was held before on the death Sunday of January (the week earlier the Super Bowl). Starting in 2020, the Academy Awards
ceremony leave recede to the moan Sunday of February, forcing the Grammys to retreat to the finally Sunday of January to obviate a fight with
either the Oscars or the Super Bowl.[68][69] To countenance sufficient clock time for preparation, the crosscut age against eligible recordings
testament motility from September 30 to August 31. This modify way of life the eligibility catamenia against the 2020 awards is xi months (October
1, 2018 â€“ August 31, 2019), a month shorter than usual 
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